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Advanced Shredder Technologies

1: shredding paper
Shred up to14 sheets of
paper at a time by
inserting them into the
wide and convenient
throat

“ENERGY SMART”
Management system with
illuminated optical
indicator for zero power
consumption in stand-by
mode

Carbon hardened
cutting knives
unaffected by staples and
clips

Removable waste bin
for easy emptying
operations. Transparent
window on the front
makes it simple to check
the level. No need of
plastic bags

Specication
Throat width:
Security level DIN 66399:
Security level DIN 32757:
Shred size:
Paper Capacity*:
Shreddable material:
Speed:
Noise level (idle/shredding):
Voltage:
Power:
Waste bag capacity:
Dimensions (WxDxH):
Net Weight:

230mm
P-2 T-2 E-2 O-2
2
5,8mm strip cut
23/25 A4 70gr; 20/22 A4 80gr
Paper, Credit Cards and micro lm
0,025/sec
55 dba
230 Volt
250Watt
38,5 liters
39x30x59cm
11kg

Shreds Cd’s, DVD’s and
credit cards by inserting
them into the wide and
convenient throat

MAIN FEATURES
Straight-cut shredder. A shredding capacity of up to 25 sheets at a time makes it convenient and easy to operate. Shreds
CDs, DVDs and credit cards by inserting them into the wide and convenient throat. Equipped with the “ ENERGY SMART”
system with efﬁcient optically illuminated indicator for zero power consumption in Stand-by mode and environmental
protection . Low noise motor featuring 24 hour continuous duty operations without overheating or duty cycles. Equipped
with a removable waste bin for easy emptying with a front transparent window indicating the level of the shredded paper;
does not require plastic bags.












Shreds up to 25 A4/70 gr. sheets of paper at a time, CDs, DVDs and credit cards
Carbon hardened cutting knives unaffected by staples and clips
Convenient and wide entry opening for easy feeding of paper, CDs, DVDs and credit cards
“Energy Smart” System: zero power consumption on stand-by mode
24 hours low noise continuous duty motor without overheating or duty cycles
Automatic Start/Stop through electronic eyes with stand-by function
Removable waste bin for easy emptying operations, with transparent window
Does not need plastic bags
Automatic stop for bin removal
Motor thermal protection
Certiﬁcation marks: CB – CSA - CE

